News

Brand New look for Wandoan Sale
Monday, September 23rd at the new time of 10.30am will see the Wandoan Santa Gertrudis Bull Sale kicks
off at the Wandoan Saleyards.

T

his year the Wandoan sale has a
fresh new look with a new logo,
a brand new Sale Banner and a
new marketing direction including a
new website www.wandoansgbullsale.
com.au.
Some things we haven’t
changed though and that’s our
commitment of “Quality Bulls from
Start to Finish”. This year our sale
also has a new start time of 10.30am.
The website will give our buyers a
profile of all the vendors involved in the
sale, sires that are in use, vendor news
and closer to the sale time pictures of
the sale draft with a link to our sale
catalogue enabling them to view the
catalogue online. All these things will
allow the buyer to make a well informed
easier decision when purchasing their
bulls at our sale.
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This year we will be offering 90 bulls
that are majority classified ‘S’ and with
a large percentage polled. The small
percentage of commercial bulls are
classifier approved to the same standards
as the ‘S’ bulls. All the bulls are fully
inoculated and semen and soundness
evaluated by a registered veterinary
surgeon. Again this year all bulls will be
tested negative for pestivirus which gives
our buyers that extra peace of mind.
All bulls in the sale are blooded with 3
Germ so they are able to go straight to
work if going into tick country.

for inspection from midday on Sunday.
For more information or to receive
a catalogue visit our website www.
wandoansgbullsale.com.au or Phone 07
46283115. Looking forward to seeing
you all at our sale.

We feel it’s important to look after our
buyers and as in previous years we will
be offering free delivery to nominated
centres, a freight rebate of $50 per bull
when purchasing 5 or more bulls from
other areas and a 5% outside agents
rebate (cond. Apply). Bulls are available
www.santagertrudis.com.au

